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Abstract

Multiple sclerosis is a neurological disease that needs new tools for its clinical evaluation and treatment.

The heterogeneity of this immune-mediated disease makes it difficult for the neurologist to make

therapeutic decisions, so biomarkers predictive of its clinical course and treatment efficacy are needed.

Despite the existence of 20 approved treatments that control the peripheral immune system, there are

no pro-regenerative or neuroprotective treatments, which is behind the uncontrolled progression of

disability in each patient even in the absence of relapses. Finally, cell therapy is presented as the only

therapeutic alternative to control the relentless progression of highly active MS. This seminar will show

how innate immune regulatory cells, i.e. myeloid-derived suppressor cells, could be a new clinical and

therapeutic tool to predict MS severity, treatment efficacy, extent of nerve damage and as new elements

for the development of cell therapy aimed at controlling nervous tissue protection and MS progression.
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